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HISTORY
 Stating with 2012,  in the wrap-up sessions of the ALTS candidates constantly 

asked for “relevant samples /level to use “ and “ learning about other nations 

best test development practices”

 Way ahead for STANAG 6001 testing community as expressed in 

Tours,France,2019

 Initiative took off in February 2020

MISSION
 TO STRENGTHEN LINGUISTIC INTEROPERABILITY

 To help testing organization in the test development process

 To help testing organization in an attempt of making a case in front of the 

decision makers



Countries 

1. Canada

2. Croatia

3. Estonia

4. Latvia

5. Romania

6. Slovakia

7. Slovenia



INITIATIVES…

➢ Establish the ability to start the item banking activity . (start with Reading
since it has not been addressed so far in any of the previous working groups .)

➢ Testing services form different countries should join this initiative voluntarily 
(the more the better outcome in terms of standardization among nations).

➢ All work can/should be done via Internet. We can create an email address 
that'll administered by one (or more) proctors.

➢ Based on the number of volunteer- countries, a number of items/level should 
be designated for each of the countries. (I am thinking levels 1,2 and 3 all 
together)

➢ Nations should send the moderated items to a proctor who will arrange 
the items for the piloting.



➢ Items should be piloted in a number of countries (the more, the merrier; a 
number of 10 candidates/country ? to end up with a sufficient number of 
candidates to run statistics).

➢ A proctor to gather the info after the piloting and with the help of somebody 
(more) friendly with the stats, should run the stats.

➢ Item revision.

➢ Piloting and stats.

➢ Final revision and setting up an item bank for Reading with access …. OR 
putting together a test booklet with access for the countries interested.

➢ If successful, another ability should follow (probably Listening)



 A sample test booklet to be posted on the BILC website for those interested 
in taking a STANAG 6001 test. One observation made by a WG member was 
that the sample test booklet format might not match the national STANAG 
6001 test formats, and that this might cause some problems for the testing 
teams in those countries.

 An item bank with restricted access and available only to national STANAG 
6001 test developers. The items in the item bank could be used as 
anchor items in national STANAG 6001 tests. Of course this means that 
decisions will have to be made about who is responsible for monitoring 
the item bank, as well as the terms for using the items in the national tests.



More Questions

Should this project be open to all BILC-
member nations or just a smaller group, at 
least initially?
How many reading items should each 

nation contribute?
How will the multinational moderation be 

accomplished?



Report on Questionnaire































So far……

 Drafting specifications (Estonia & Latvia- January)





Metatable

Reading Item Metadata

Country: Skill: Reading Level: SLP1

Item Name/Code: Retrieved from (Source):

Retrieved on (Date):

Item Type: MCQ Sub-skill Tested (see item specs):

FV: DI:

No. of Words: Input: authentic Register: informal

Editing: no Content: civilian

Text Type (see item specs): Topic (see item specs):

ITEM:




